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 Sysadmin

staniek, Thu, Sep 15

Hi,
Kexi API docs missing in the calligra section https://api.kde.org/bundled-apps-api/calligra-apidocs/

I would think it may be related to the fact that since version 3 Kexi code is in a separate repo kexi.git. Please advice what can
be done to fix it.

Description

Thu, Sep 15, 13:23staniek created this task.

Thu, Sep 15, 13:23Restricted Application added a subscriber: sysadmin. · View Herald Transcript

Thu, Sep 15, 16:42

staniek mentioned this in T3759: Krita API docs missing in the "Other KDE Software" section.

Sat, Sep 17, 11:24bcooksley added a subscriber: ochurlaud.

Hi,

I have on idea about this part. Maybe Kexi and all Calligra should move to the frontpage? This means generated by
kapidox. I haven't tried now, but well, why not?

Who is the Calligra global maintainer? I would need to speak with him (or anyone else who has an overview of the
project) to understand how it should be organized.

Sat, Sep 17, 11:51ochurlaud added a comment. 

Sat, Sep 17, 11:53

bcooksley moved this task from External: Active to External: Awaiting Response on the Sysadmin board.

  Maniphest  T3755  Create Task
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In ,  wrote:

Hi,

I have on idea about this part. Maybe Kexi and all Calligra should move to the frontpage? This means generated by
kapidox. I haven't tried now, but well, why not?

Yes, at least for Kexi and its libs I plan to move to kapidox .

Who is the Calligra global maintainer? I would need to speak with him (or anyone else who has an overview of the
project) to understand how it should be organized.

Asking on calligra-devel@kde.org makes sense as Calligra is a meta project with a group of maintainers that happen
to read that list.
OK?

Sat, Sep 17, 13:25staniek added a comment. 

T3755#54832 @ochurlaud

T3749

I'm not on the mailing list, so it won't be too early. As part of Calligra, Kexi shoud come in the same time, all together,
IMHO in the same product.

I don't have time to chase all projects, so maybe discuss about it on the mailing list?

Cheers,
Olivier

Sat, Sep 17, 15:38ochurlaud added a comment. 

In ,  wrote:

I'm not on the mailing list, so it won't be too early. As part of Calligra, Kexi shoud come in the same time, all
together, IMHO in the same product.

I don't have time to chase all projects, so maybe discuss about it on the mailing list?

Yes, this sysadmin discussion is apparently hidden?

Edited · Sun, Sep 18, 01:48staniek added a comment. 

T3755#54987 @ochurlaud
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Regarding the same time, if repositories are independent, I'd like have possibility to improve the docs and publish
independently, so one app is not blocking others. Is that possible?
For the record, Kexi is in kexi.git for example, all other apps are in calligra.git.
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